CONCEPT SKETCH

‘On The Edge’ is a platform for building sustainable creative
partnerships . The drainpipes act as a physical frame to a virtual gallery
space that can be experienced through augmented reality. Users can
walk through the gallery and through the actual pieces to experience
a unique perspective differing as time passes. With the potential to
create a bridge for newly graduated artists and designers linking them
with a focussed audience interested in co-working to help kickstart
their career. Through partnering with these graduates an audience
from the wider areas of Dundee and further will be drawn to the
water’s edge – Further partnership with DCA has potential to use as a
travelling digital media exhibition.

Virtual Gallery: Experienced in Augmented Reality through mobile devices or headsets

Drainpipe Is secondary to design
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Screens to hint at what is happening in the virtual realm
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A seat to contemplate
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ART AND DESIGN EXPERIENCED NOT IN THE PHYSICAL PLANE
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A drawer to leave things

The drainpipes act as more than frames, the design is cubic inspired
by the nature of the building, pixels and screens – 4 screens are built
in to each pipe hinting at the virtual gallery and the 4 dimensions
it inhabits. Hollow spaces and interactive elements have been
incorporated to encourage use as a sharing space to leave items and
find new items too much in the way you would discover something in a
gallery. Materials have been chosen to mimic the space such as corten
steel and painted timber (in line with colour scheme), Plexiglass has
been used to entice passers by to interact.

“Part of the ethos of the
project, is to generate working
partnerships with the
University of Dundee, Duncan
of Jordanstone College of Art
and Dundee Contemporary
Arts, which will be progressively
ongoing.”
- Nicoll Russell Studios

